Test images
A fundamental part of the history of image
processing and the standardization of settings
within both analogue and digital compression as
well as codec technologies is the test card, chart, or
image. This standard test image is an image (file)
used across different institutions to evaluate, for
instance, image processing, compression algorithms,
and rendering, or to analyze the quality of a display.
One type, the test pattern or resolution target, is
typically used to test the rendering of a technology or
to measure the resolution of an imaging system. Such
a pattern often consists of reference line patterns
with clear, well-defined thicknesses and spacings.
By identifying the largest set of non-distinguishable
lines, one determines the resolving power of a given
system, and by using identical standard test images,
different labs are able to compare results—visually,
qualitatively, and quantitatively.3
A second type of standard test image, the
color test card, was created to facilitate skincolor balancing or adjustment and can be used to
test the color rendering on different displays, for
instance. While technologies such as photography,
television, film and software all have their own color
test images, these types of test images typically
involve a norm reference card showing a Caucasian
woman wearing a colorful, high-contrast dress.
Even though there were many different “Shirleys”
(in analogue photography) or “China Girls” (in color
film chemistry) that modeled for these test cards,
they were never created to serve variation. In fact,
the identities of the many Shirleys who modeled
for these cards remained unknown and formed a
“normal” standard, as is often written on these color
test cards.4 As such, the cards cultivated a gendered,
race-biased standard reference, which even today
continues to influence our image-processing
technologies. In his 1997 book White, British
film studies professor Richard Dyer observes the
following: “In the history of photography and film,
getting the right image meant getting the one which
conformed to prevalent ideas of humanity. This

included ideas of whiteness, of what color — what
range of hue — white people wanted white people to
be.”5
The de-facto, ‘ideal’ standard that has been in
play since the early part of the twentieth century for
most analogue photo labs has thus been positively
biased towards white skin tones, which naturally
have a high level of reflectivity. As a result, it was
not only difficult to capture darker and black skin
tones, but it also proved impossible to capture two
highly contrasting skin tones within the same shot;
when trying to capture a black person sitting next to
a white person, the reproduction of any darker facial
features would often lose details and pose lighting
challenges, and finally present ashen-looking facial
skin colors that contrast strikingly with the whites of
eyes and teeth. Hence, the Caucasian test card is not
about variation, but about setting a racist standard,
which has been dogmatically implemented for over
40 years.
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photographies’
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3 Thorlabs. Resolution Test Targets. https://www.thorlabs.com/NewGroupPage9_PF.cfm?ObjectGroup_ID=4338.

Photographic film stock’s failures to capture
dark skin tones aren’t a technical issue, but a choice.
Scholar Lorna Roth writes in her 2009 article
“Looking at Shirley, the Ultimate Norm” that film
emulsion could have been designed with more
sensitivity to the continuum of yellow, brown and
reddish skin tones. However, this choice needed
to be motivated by recognition of the need for an
extended range; after the development of color film
for cinema Kodacolor (1928) and Kodachrome for
still photography (1935), there seemed to be little
motivation to acknowledge or cater to a market
beyond white consumers.
It was only when chocolate production
companies and wooden furniture manufacturers
complained about the impossibilities they faced
when trying to reproduce different shades of
brown that Kodak’s chemists started changing the
sensitivities of their film emulsions (the coating on
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Moreover, the history of color bias did not
end when old analogue standards were superseded
by digital ones; digital image (compression)
technologies too inherited legacy standards. As
a result, even contemporary standards are often
rooted within these racist, habitual practices, and
new digital technologies still feature embedded
racial biases. For instance, in 2009 and 2010
respectively, HP webcams and the Microsoft’s XBox
Kinect controller had difficulties tracking the faces
of African(-American) users. Consumer reports later
attributed both problems to “low-level lighting”,
again moving the conversation away from important
questions about skin tone to the determination of
a proper lighting level, still echoing a dull, naive
“physics is physics” approach.18

Lena JPG
In his retrospective article “How I Came Up
with the Discrete Cosine Transform” (DCT), Nasir
Ahmed describes his conception of the use of a
Cosine Transform in the field of image compression.
Ahmed writes how he proposed to the National
Science Foundation (NSF) to study the application
of the cosine transform; however, and much to
his disappointment, the NSF did not support the
proposal because the whole idea seemed “too
simple.”19 Ahmed decided to keep working on the
problem, ultimately publishing his results in the
January 1974 issue of IEEE Computer Transactions.
Today, more than 40 years after Ahmed’s proposal,
DCT is widely used in digital image compression.
The algorithm has, for instance, become a core
component of the JPEG image compression
technology developed by the JPEG Experts Group.20
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“I remember dedicating the whole summer of
1973 to work on this problem. The results that we
got appeared too good to be true, and I therefore
decided to consult Harry Andrews later that year at
a conference in New Orleans. […] When I sent the
results back to Harry Andrews, he suggested that
I publish them. As such, I sent them to the IEEE
Computer Transactions, and the paper was then
published in the January 1974 issue. […] Little did
we realize at that time that the resulting “DCT”
would be widely used in the future!”21
Just shortly after Ahmed’s initial proposal,
during the summer of 1973, the implementation of
DCT in digital image compression also became a
subject of experiments conducted by the University of Southern California’s (USC) Signal and Image
Processing Institute. In a 2001 newsletter, Jamie
Hutchinson offers an insightful retrospect of the
testing of DCT, focusing on the implementation
of, again, a Caucasian female color test card. In the
piece, Hutchinson quotes Alexander Sawchuk, who
reminisces about his efforts on the implementation
of the test card during his time as assistant professor
of electrical engineering. Sawchuk explains how he
and his colleagues felt tired of the normal test images or “dull stuff ”, “They wanted something glossy to
ensure good output dynamic range, and they wanted
a human face. Just then, somebody happened to walk
in with a recent issue of Playboy.”22 Sawchuk moves
on to describe how they ripped out the centerfold
of the Playboy and scanned its top third with their
Muirhead scanner, which they had customized with
analog-to-digital converters to create a 3-channel,
512 x 512px test image. After the tricky process was
finished, Sawchuk realized that they had lost a line
during the process of scanning. Moreover, the timing of the analog-to-digital converters was off, making the final test image slightly elongated compared
to the original. However, because of time pressure,
the engineers settled for the distorted version and
simply replicated the top line to arrive at 512. Those
three sets of 512 lines—one set for each color, created imperfectly—would become a de facto industry
standard.
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The Miss November 1972 centerfold that the USC
employees used for testing the implementation of
DCT featured Caucasian model Lenna Sjööblom (or
short: ‘Lena’). Lena quickly became the single most
used picture in image-processing research and even
one of the first pictures uploaded to ARPANET, the
precursor of today’s internet. In A Note on Lena
(1996), David Munson, University of Illinois professor and editor-in-chief at IEEE Transactions on
Image Processing, explains why he believes the Lena
image became an industry standard:

“First, the image contains a nice mixture of detail,
flat regions, shading, and texture that do a good job
of testing various image processing algorithms. It is
a good test image! Second, the Lena image is a picture of an attractive woman. It is not surprising that
the (mostly male) image-processing research community gravitated toward an image that they found
attractive.”23 Munson moves on to describe why the
Lena image has become such an issue: “some members of our community are unhappy with the source
of the Lena image. I am sympathetic to their argument, which states that we should not use material
from any publication that is seen (by some) as being
degrading to women.” 24
While the use of the Lena image remained a
topic of discussion and its rights were never properly cleared or even checked with Playboy, by 1991 SIPI
(USCs Signal and Image Processing Institute) had
actually started distributing the image of Lena for a
fee to researchers all over the world. While Lena was
regularly found on the pages of image-processing
journals, books, and conference papers, Playboy finally became aware of these transgressions when the
Journal of Optical Engineering featured Lena on its
July cover. In August 1991, Optical Engineering received a letter from Playboy Enterprises, Inc. asking
them, “as fellow publishers”, to cease any unintentional, unauthorized use of the image and to contact
Playboy for permission for any future use of their
copyrighted material. The International Society for
Optical Engineering (SPIE) responded, arguing that
“[t]he image is widely used in the worldwide optics
and electronics community. It is digitized and its
common use permits comparison of different image
processing techniques and algorithms coming out of
different research laboratories.” They also pointed
out that SPIE is a nonprofit scientific society and
that the material published by SPIE is intended for
educational and research purposes.
SPIE reached an understanding with Playboy, but in a January 1992 editorial, SPIE editor
Brian J. Thompson warns that “it is each author’s
responsibility to make sure that materials in their
articles are either free of copyright or that permis-
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sion from the copyright holder has been obtained.”
On the other side, Eileen Kent, Vice President of
new media at Playboy, publicly commented on the
issue - “We decided we should exploit this, because
it is a phenomenon”25 - and granted SPIE authorization for all further use of the image. According to the
publications director at SPIE, Eric Pepper, “it was
almost as if Lena had entered the public domain by
that time. Almost, but not quite.”26
In May 1997, almost 25 years after being
Miss November, Lena Söderberg attended the 50th
anniversary of the Imaging Science and Technology (IS&T) Conference in Boston. Jeff Seideman,
the president of the Boston IS&T, had arranged
for Lena to appear, and after the event Seideman
started working with Playboy’s archivist to re-scan
Lena’s image and compile the missing information,
including the type of photo emulsion used to make
the print featured in the magazine and the technical
specifications of the scanner. As a result, Seideman
hoped that the image of Lena would remain a standard reference image for compression technologies
throughout the 21st century. Today, the standard
Lena test image is still downloadable from several
laboratory sites.27
But the controversy around the Lena image
did not end in the 90s. In 2001, David Munson, editor
of the IEEE’s image processing journal, wrote: “It was
clear that some people wanted me to ban Lena from
the journal […] People didn’t object to the image itself,
but to the fact that it came from Playboy, which they
feel exploits women.” Rather than ban Lena, Munson
wrote an editorial in which he encouraged authors to
use other images.28 In 2016, Scott Acton, editor of IEEE
Transactions, proposed to the journal’s editorial board
to instate a prohibition on the use of Lena in any published research: “In 2016, demonstrating that something works on Lena isn’t really demonstrating that the
technology works.” Acton believed that the Lena image
“doesn’t send the right message” to female researchers
about their inclusion in the field. But Acton’s strongest objections were technical in nature: “Lena contains
about 250,000 pixels, some 32 times smaller than a
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picture snapped with an iPhone 6. And then there’s a
quality problem: The most commonly used version of
the image is a scan of a printed page. The printing process doesn’t produce a continuous image, but rather a
series of dots that trick your eye into seeing continuous
tones and colors. Those dots, Acton says, mean that the
scanned Lena image isn’t comparable to photos produced by modern digital cameras. Short of an all-out
ban in the journal, he says, making authors aware of the
image’s technical and ethical issues might be a way to
usher Lena gracefully into retirement.”29
While it is clear that the use of the Lena image opened a discussion about embedded bias and
the consideration of gender in test card usage, there
are still many questions that remain unanswered:
how much are the performance, texture and materiality of digital photography actually influenced
by the use of the image of a Caucasian Lena? What
would it have meant for the standardization of digital image compression if the image chosen for the
test card would have been the first African-American
Playboy centerfold Jennifer Jackson (March 1965),
or if the 512x512px image had instead featured the
image of Grace Murray Hopper, one of the first African-American pioneers in computer programming
and the person responsible for inventing some of the
first compiler-related tools—moreover, the woman
who, coincidentally, coined the widely used computer slang “bug”? How much do the compression
standards we use on a day-to-day basis reflect the
complexities of the ‘good’ 512x512px Lena image;
and how well do these standard settings function
when capturing another kind of color complexity?

“Dear Jennifer,
Sometime in 1987, you were sitting on a beach in Bora
Bora, looking at To’opua island, enjoying a holiday
with a very serious boyfriend. […] This photograph of
a beautiful moment in your personal history has also
become a part of my history, and that of many other
people; it has even shaped our outlooks on the world at
large. John’s image of you became the first image to be
publicly altered by the most influential image manipulation program ever.” […] In essence, it was the very
first photoshop meme—but now the image is nowhere
to be found online.
Did John ask you if he could use the image? Did you
enjoy seeing yourself on the screen as much as he did?
Did you think you would be the muse that would inspire so much contemporary image making? Did you
ever print out the image? Would you be willing to
share it with me, and so, the other people for whom it
took on such an unexpected significance? Shouldn’t
the Smithsonian have the negative of that image, not
to mention digital backups of its endless variations?”30
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Jennifer in
Paradise

A woman is sitting with her back towards us, topless,
on a beach. Silver sand, blue water, a green island in
the distance. We can’t see her face but we know her
name: Jennifer. This photo, taken in 1987 by one of
the two original creators of Photoshop, John Knoll,
became the standard test image for the development
and implementation of Photoshop and its suite of
creative effects. Twirling, deleting and copying Jennifer were just some of the processes that were tested on the image. At that time, the early days of digital computing, there was not a large array of digital
images available, which is why this 24-bit scan of a
holiday photo of John’s soon-to-be Jennifer ‘Knoll’
became a standard test image for all of the develop-

ment of Photoshop. It is also one of the reasons why
the image did not disappear when Photoshop moved
out of its development phase; when Photoshop was
finally ready for public demonstrations, John and
his brother Thomas used the image again and again
in public and online demos. “It was a good image to
do demos with,” John Knoll recalls. “It was pleasing
to look at and there were a whole bunch of things
you could do with that image technically.”1 As Dutch
artist Constant Dullaart explains in his Chaos Computer Club presentation The Possibility of an Army,
John Knoll confirmed an age-old motif: a man objectifying a female body.
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As Dutch artist Constant Dullaart explains in
his Chaos Computer Club presentation The Possibility of an Army, John Knoll confirmed an age-old mo2
tif: a man objectifying a female body.33
But besides
being critical, Dullaart also underlined the special cultural-historical value of the artifact, which
formed a key inspiration for his 2013 Future Gallery
solo show Jennifer in Paradise. In this show, Dullaart
focused on the excavation and exhibition of a reconstruction of the Jennifer image. In an open letter accompanying the show, Dullaart describes the image
of Jennifer as an important artifact in the history of
software development and as an anecdote in Adobe
history. He also asks Jennifer to share the original
image file with the world. A sentiment that was later
echoed by Gordon Comstock in a 2014 piece for the
Guardian, in which he describes the image as “central to the modern visual vernacular as Eadweard
Muybridge’s shots of galloping horses or the first use
of perspective.” In a way, just like the Lena image,
Jennifer has become ‘a phenomenon’.
While Dullaart never obtained any rights or
permissions for the use of the Jennifer image, he did
digitally reconstruct the original image and created
an image series consisting of Photshopped versions,
materialized as wallpapers and a series of prints
featuring enthusiastically filtered versions of Jennifer (twirled, blurred, etc.). Dullaart also spread the
digitally reconstructed version of the original image
with an added payload: he steganographically added messages to the reconstructed JPEG image file.
By doing so, he intended to treat the JPEG image
not just as an image, but also as a unique container
format for content, to open a debate on the value
of the digital file (format). The reconstructed Jennifer JPEG is not just a format that carries the reconstructed image information; via steganography
it has become a unique container and placeholder
to discuss the materiality of digital photography. In
terms of monetization of the material, Dullaart only
sells the password to the encrypted payload added to
the reconstructed version of the original JPEG—the
access to his secret message. Finally, in an effort to
translate the work to the context of the gallery, Dullaart organized a performance in which he briefly
showed his secret message written in phosphorescent paint on top of the wallpaper by shining a
blacklight on its surface, followed by the destruction
of the blacklight as a metaphor for encryption (and
inaccessibility).
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Dullaart never received a direct response
from Jennifer or John Knoll to his request to enter
the original image into the public domain or to gift
it to an (media) archeological institution such as the
Smithsonian. Remarkably, for his Guardian article
Comstack did manage to get a short response from
both.
John Knoll seems unconvinced: “I don’t even understand what he’s doing,” he says, bristling at the idea of the image being reconstructed without permission (ironically using Photoshop). Jennifer is more sanguine:
“The beauty of the internet is that people can take things, and do what
they want with them, to project what they want or feel,” she says”.334

And maybe even more remarkable is the
fact that the Guardian article features just one image: the original Jennifer in Paradise photo taken by
John Knoll, embedded on the newspaper’s website
(and thus finally entering the digital domain). Albeit
indirectly, Dullaart had now fulfilled one of the main
goals of his solo show.
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Still of original source footage used for A Vernacular of File Formats, the Collapse of PAL, and Dear mr. Compression
All works 2010.

In Front of the
Angel of History

Behind the
Angel of History

Covered in a heavy layer of white make-up,
she shot her face on a DV tape. She wished to mask
her flaws, to be perfect. But only a short time into the
shoot, the illusion shattered and she found herself
forced to visit the emergency room of the hospital.
An allergic reaction to the makeup hurt her eyes
violently and left her sight affected for days.

Seven years after shooting the source footage
for A Vernacular of File Formats: An Edit Guide for
Compression Design (2010), it has become strange
to think and refer to the image that I shot that day as
a “self-portrait”: that image being “my image.” When
I shot it, it was a symbol for my own imperfect being.
I tried to be perfect like porcelain, at least from
the outside, but my body broke out, and reminded
me that there is no such thing as perfection. Not
even in make-believe video. As I aged, it wasn’t just
the cliche of time—which healed the wounds of
bloodshot eyes, and slowly but naturally greyed my
hair—that changed my relation to this particular
shot. As time passed, the relationship between me
and that image fundamentally changed because of
other more complex and unexpected reasons.

A Vernacular of
File Formats
A file format is an encoding system that
organizes data according to a particular syntax, or
compression algorithm. The choice for a particular
image compression algorithm depends on its
foreseen mode and place of usage, which involves
questions such as: how much accuracy is necessary
for a particular task, what hard- or software will
process the image, what data is important, and what
can be discarded?
An image file format answers to certain
affordances. Affordances, or –as described by
James Gibson in 1977– preferred “object action
possibilities,” are created by considering settings
such as speed, size, and quantity as relative to each
other.4 The bigger the file, the more time it will take
to read and write it from memory, and the slower the
camera will respond. As Adrian Mackenzie wrote
in 2008, “Software such as codecs poses several
analytical problems. Firstly, they are monstrously
complicated. Methodologically speaking, coming to
grips with them as technical processes may entail
long excursions into labyrinths of mathematical
formalism and machine architecture, and then
finding ways of backing out of them bringing the most
relevant features. […] Second, at a phenomenological
level, they deeply influence the very texture, flow,
and materiality of sounds and images.”536 Reverse
engineering a standardization process is thus
complex, if not generally impossible. However,
although standards are often set in a way that avoids
or hides all traces of testing and standardization
regimes, traces can (re)surface in the form of flaws,
inherited dogmas, or (obsolete) artifacts.
Every compression algorithm comes with
its own set of rules and compromises, which, even
though often invisible, influence our media on a
fundamental, meaningful, and often compromising
level. In A Vernacular File Formats (2010), I explore
and uncover these otherwise hidden protocols: via
a series of corrupted self-portraits I illustrate the
language of compression algorithms. A Vernacular
File Formats consists of one source image, the original
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portrait, and an arrangement of recompressed and
disturbed iterations. By compressing the source
image using different compression languages and
subsequently implementing a same (or similar) error
into each file, the normally invisible compression
language presents itself on the surface of the image.
Beside every iteration of the image I describe not just
the general use of the particular image compression,
but I also try to give an explanation of how I
disrupted the image and the basic affordances of the
compression responsible for the aesthetic outcome.
In doing so, A Vernacular File Formats formed not
only a start for my ongoing research into the politics
of file formats and their inherent resolutions, but is
also a thesaurus, or handbook for glitch aesthetics the aesthetics of digitally disturbed imagery.
When I released A Vernacular File Formats,
initially its images circulated quite naturally,
following the random flow of the internet. Some of
them were republished with consent or attribution,
others were badly copied (also without attribution).
Once in a while I found my face as a profile picture on
someone else’s social media account. Soon it became
clear that particular iterations of the self-portrait
had quite a bit more traction than others; these got
frequent requests and pulls and were featured on
the covers of books, magazines, and online music
releases. One of the images became the mascot
for a festival in Valencia (with a poster campaign
throughout the city).
It was only some years after the release of
A Vernacular File Formats that the displacement
of a portrait made me rethink my relation to the
image. The first time this happened was when I
read a description of the work in a piece by Kevin
Benisvy, at the time a student at the University of
Massachusetts. Benisvy writes that the protagonist
is presented “in the act of brushing her hair, with
an almost ‘come hither’ expression, as if caught by
37 an intimate moment in a Playboy
surprise, having
6
erotic fiction.” I never considered the image erotic;
to me, the image contained a painful and eerie vibe
(it is a documentation of me losing my vision for a
certain amount of time). But reading this gave me
insight into the various readings the image can
evoke.
Soon after, a sequence of nonconsensual,
non-attributed instances of exploitation appeared:
the face became an embellishment for cheap internet
37 Kevin Benisvy, “The Queer Identity and Glitch: Deconstructing
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trinkets such as mugs and sweaters, was featured on
the cover of a vinyl record by Phon.o released by the
Berlin label BPitch Control and as an application
button for two proprietary glitch software apps for
iPhone and Android, it became the outline of the
face of Yung Joey (a black rapper who photoshopped
his face onto mine), and was also used in a
sponsorship campaign for a Hollywood movie about
38 stalked, to name just a few surprising
a woman being
appearances.7 The image, exploited by artists and
creators alike, started to lose its connection to the
source—to me—and instead became the portrait of
no one in particular, a specter, similar to a Shirley
test image, though in this case, a Shirley for decalibration.
“First, it’s okay to copy! Believe in the process of
copying as much as you can; with all your heart
is a good place to start – get into it as straight and
honestly as possible. Copying is as good (I think
better from this39vector-view) as any other way of
getting‚ ’there.’ ”8 - Phil Morton (1973)

Specters
controlling
our imaging
technology
While taking an image of the face and saving
it to memory seems like a simple, straightforward
act, in reality a large set of protocols intervene in the
processes of saving the face to memory, including,
but not limited to scaling, reordering, decomposing,
and reconstituting image data in favor of certain
affordances, which cater to techno-conventional,
political, and historically biased settings. Some of
these biases can be traced back to the history of the
38
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color test card; a history which can offer an insightful
perspective on how image compression standards
have come to exist.
The first color test cards were developed
almost a century ago. They would feature a ‘normal’
Caucasian, anonymous, brightly dressed girl, smiling
friendly at the camera. Throughout the many legacy
histories of image processing—including, but not
limited to analogue photography, film, television,
the JPEG algorithm and even Photoshop effects—
this trope grew into a habitual, racial bias, violently
lodged under the fold of image processing. The
habitual use of Caucasian test cards such as the Lena
photo led to the development of certain affordances
in the compression algorithm, scaling or sometimes
even cutting away certain image data. It is important
to be aware that a bias does not just influence the
final rendering of the image; the bias also exists in
what a technology does not show; what it obscures
or obfuscates and what image data simply deletes.
The Shirleys and, more importantly, the technicians
that implemented the use of these Shirleys or color
reference cards cast white shadows, patches of
unregistered information, during image processing.
And while artists such as Hito Steyerl or Constant
Dullaart make an effort to spread awareness around
the biases and habits that are embedded in the
histories of resolutions, even today, a history of these
specters influences our images, albeit often invisible
from the perspective of the unaware observer.
Six years after releasing A Vernacular of
File Formats, and after close study of some of the
histories of standardization and resolution setting,
I realize that by using my own face as a Shirley card
for de-calibration, I unintentionally aligned myself
with the historical trope of the Caucasian test card.
The message of A Vernacular of File Formats – that
file formats come with a certain language and thus
an inherent bias – would have been communicated
stronger if I had used another, more unexpected
test image. But in this case, unfortunately, quite
the opposite happened – just like Jeff Seidemann
40
once said about Lena: “when
you use a picture often,
it becomes just pixels”9 – my face had become
just pixels, or even, I had simply lost my face: I no
longer owned an individual identity, but became an
anonymous image, ready for co-optation.
During the winter of 2016, A Vernacular of
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